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1.0. Introduction. In 1954, M. Fekete [3] proposed two sequence-to-sequence

summability methods which he called "Taylor-Nörlund"and "Nörlund-Taylor."

His methods are extended in this paper by replacing the Taylor method with a

more general summability method. Various inclusion properties of the new

methods are developed. It is shown that these results hold when certain Haus-

dorff or quasi-Hausdorff methods are combined with Norlund methods ; in parti-

cular, for Cesàro, Euler or Taylor methods. Series-to-sequence analogues of these

methods are defined and applied to the problem of summing the geometric series.

2.0. Preliminary definitions. An infinite matrix (fnk) is a T-matrix if and

only if t„ = Hfnksk -* s whenever s„ -» s. An infinite matrix (ank) is an alpha-

matrix if and only if T,vn = s, where vn= ZZankuk, whenever ¿Zu„ = s. The

infinite matrix (g„k) is a gamma-matrix if and only if i„ = Hg„kuk -» s whenever

Zu„ = s. Given a T-matrix (f„k), it has been shown [13], [1, p. 86] that if

g„k = Hj°=kfnj, if a0k = g0k and if a„k = g„k - g„_lyk when » fc 1, then (gnk) is

a gamma-matrix and (ank) is an alpha-matrix such that lim„ Hkgnkuk = E„ ¿Zka„kuk

= s whenever lim„ Hkfnksk = s for bounded s„ = u0 + ■■• + w„, at least. Such

triples of T-, gamma- and alpha-matrices define a regular summability method

A. When lim„ 2Zkf„ksk = s, it is convenient to write ,4-lim s„ = s.

A particular class of regular methods, the Norlund methods, is of importance

to the subsequent discussion. A sequence {p„} of real numbers is a Norlund

sequence [3] if and only if p0 > 0, p„ ^ 0 for n ^ 1, and p„ /P„ -» 0, where

Pn = Po + ■■■ + Pn- Given a Norlund sequence {p„}, let F„k = pn-k/P„ if

n ^ fe, 0 otherwise. Then (Fnk) is a T-matrix [4, p. 64] and the summability

method defined by it is called the regular Norlund method (N, p„).

The summability method A is said to include the summability method B if

A-lim s„ = B-lim s„ for every sequence {s„} having a convergent B-limit. A totally

includes B if B-lim sn= s implies that ^4-lim sn = s for every s, finite or infinite [12].

3.0. The A-Nörlund method.

3.1. The definition.

Definition 3.1.1. Let A be a regular summability method with alpha-matrix

(a„k) and T-matrix (f„k). Let (N,pn) be a regular Norlund method such that

(N,qn) is a regular Norlund method, where q„ = Xa„kpk. A sequence {s„} is said
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to be summable to s by the /1-Nörlund method if and only if t„ -* s, (N, q„), where

r„ = Z fnksk. Write sn^>s, F(A,p„) in this case.

It may happen that the transform of a Nörlund sequence by an alpha-matrix

is not a Nörlund sequence. For example, let iank) be an alpha-matrix with auv < 0

for some positive integers u and v. Define a Nörlund sequence {p„}, where

Po = L Pv > | ¿-no l<*uv |, p„ = 0 otherwise. Then qu = au0 + auvpv < 0 and {qn}

clearly is not a Nörlund sequence. The next two lemmas provide conditions

that {q„} be a Nörlund sequence.

Lemma 3.1.2. // the alpha-matrix iank) of A satisfies a00 > 0, a„.. = 0 other-

wise; if there exists a constant M > 0 such that a„k _ M-fnk, where (f„k) is the

T-matrix of A; if {p„} is a Nörlund sequence such that qn = Z ankpk exists

for every n, then {q,,} is a Nörlund sequence.

Proof.   Clearly, q„ = 0 and q0 = a00Po > 0- If <7o + '" + qn = ôn> then

n 00 oo r

Q„   =     Z      Z   fl^Pj   =11   flfcjP;
k=0   j=0 ¿ = 0   fc=0

oo oo       oo oo k oo

=     Z   g,.,?;    =     I       Z  /ntPj    =     I.  fnk-    H   Pj   =     Z  /ni:Ft ,

where (gni.) is the gamma-matrix of A, the inversions of order of summation

being justified, since all terms are non-negative. Then, qnjQ„ = ( zZa„kpk)H 2ZfnkPk)

= 2^hnkipkjPk), where hnk = (ankPk)j(H fnkPk). Now, Y.k \ hnk \ = I* h„k =■

(M- lfnkPk)l(IfnkPk) = M for every n. Also, h„k = (a„kPk)IQnz%(M-fnkPk)lq0
-» 0 as « ->• oo for every /c. Therefore, by Theorem 4 of [4], q„ ¡Qn -* 0 if p„ /P„ -»• 0.

Hence, {q„} is a Nörlund sequence.

A slight modification of the discussion preceding the lemma shows that a00 > 0

and ank = 0 otherwise are necessary for {qn} to be a Nörlund sequence. An ex-

ample is given after Lemma 3.4.1 below to show that the second condition on

the matrices (ank) and (f„k) is not a necessary condition.

Lemma 3.1.3. Let (a„k) be an alpha-matrix and let {p„} be a Nörlund

sequence such that 1Zpn converges and q„ = ¿Zankpk exists for every n. Then,

the conditions a00 > 0 and a„k S: 0 otherwise are necessary and sufficient that

{qn} be a Norland sequence.

Proof. The necessity of the conditions is obvious. For sufficiency, one notes

that Z q„ converges and hence that q„jQ„ = q„lq0-*0.

In particular, Lemma 3.1.3 shows that finite Nörlund sequences, when p„ & 0

for only finitely many n, are transformed into Nörlund sequences by any alpha-

matrix (ank) with non-negative entries and a00 > 0.

3.2. Properties of F(A, p„). Since the Nörlund method (N, qf) is regular, if

t„ -> s, then tn -> s, (N, qn). Thus the next theorem is an immediate consequence

of the definition of F(A, p„).
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Theorem 3.2.1.   F(A,pn) is regular and includes A.

In fact, since the matrix of (N, q„) has non-negative elements, if t„ exists for

every n and t„ -» + oo, it follows that t„ -» +00, (N, q„) [4, Theorem 9], so

F(A,pn) totally includes A.

If A is (C,l), if Po = l, p„ = 2 for nfel, and if s„ = (n +1)(-1)"
then {s„} is not summable A, but s„->0, F(/4,p„),asashort calculation shows.

Hence, in general, F(A,p„) is not equivalent to the method A.

Since Norlund methods are consistent [4, p. 65], it follows that if

s„->s, F(A,pn) and sn->s', F(A,rn), then s = s'. Thus, for fixed A and various

Norlund sequences, the methods F(^4,p„) are consistent.

However, if A and B are inconsistent methods, if s„->s, F(A,p„) and s„-> s',

F(B,p„), it need not follow that s = s' when {sn} is divergent. For example, let

A transform {s„} into the sequence {t„}, where t„ = (s2n + s2n+2)¡2, and let B

transform {s„} into the sequence {w„}, where un = (s2n+1 + s2n+3)/2. Then, a

short calculation shows that the alpha-matrices of A and B satisfy the hypotheses

of Lemma 3.1.3. If {p„} is any finite Norlund sequence, it follows from Theorem

3.2.1 that (-1)"-+1, F(A,p„) while (-1)»--1, F(B,pn).
Definition 3.2.2. [14, p. 111]. A sequence {s„} is summable to s by the strong-

Abel method if and only if s *(x) = (1 — x) • Z snx" has a positive radius of con-

vergence and defines an analytic function which is regular for 0 ^ x < 1 and

which tends to s as x -> 1 through real values less than 1.

Theorem 3.2.3. If sn->s, F(A,p„), then sn-+s by the product of A and the

strong-Abel methods.

Proof. Let v0 = t0, v„ = tn- t„_x for n ^ 1. Then, if s„->s, F(A,pn), T,v„=s,

(N,qn). By Theorem 18 of [4], Hv„ = s by the strong-Abel method. Since

i*(x) = v(x) = Hv„x", the assertion follows.

If it should happen that sn^s, F(A,p„) and Zi„x" converges for |x| < 1,

then s„->s by the product of A and the Abel method. That F(A,p„) is not, in

general, equivalent to the product of A and the (strong-)Abel methods can

be seen by letting A be (C, 1), p0 = 1, px = 2, p2 = 1, pn = 0 for n ^ 3, and

s„ = (n + 1) ( -1)". It can be seen, after some calculations, that s„ -> 0 by the

product of the (C, 1) and Abel methods, but {s„} is not summable F(A, p„).

Definition 3.2.4. An alpha-matrix (a„k) is said to be monotone-preserving

with respect to the nondecreasing sequence {p„} if and only if the sequence

{in} = { £ ankpk} is nondecreasing.

Definition 3.2.5. An alpha-matrix (ank) is said to be (C, l)-preserving if and

only if (N,q„) is equivalent to (C, 1) whenever (N,p„) is (C,l) and

qn= £ ankpk =  ¿Zank.

Clearly, if  Hkank = L> 0 for every n, then (a„k) is (C,l)-preserving, since

Qo = €1 = — = L-
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Theorem 3.2.6. If the alpha-matrix of A is (C,l)-preserving and monotone-

preserving with respect to the nondecreasing Norland sequence {p„}, then

F(A,p„) includes F(A, 1).

Proof. Since {qn} is nondecreasing, (N, qn) includes (C, 1), by Theorem 20 of

[4]. If s„->s, F(A, 1), then tn^s,(N, rn), where (N,r„) is equivalent to (C, 1).

Thus, t„ -* s, (C, 1) and therefore tn -> s, (N, q„).

Theorem 3.2.7. // the method A is such that the A-transform of a sequence

{s„} is summable to s by the Abel method whenever {sn} is summable to s by the

Abel method, if the alpha-matrix of A is monotone-preserving with respect to

the nondecreasing Nörlund sequence {p„}, then F(A,p,) includes (C, 1) for

bounded sequences.

Proof. Let sn-*s, (C, 1). Then s„-+s,(Abel), so i„->s,(Abei). Since {s„} is

bounded, {(„} is bounded. Hence, by Theorem 92 of [4], t„->s,(C, 1). Since

{q„} is a nondecreasing Nörlund sequence, (N,qn) includes (C,l), and therefore,

in->s, iN,q„).

The methods iN,p„) and F(A,p„), in general, are not comparable. It has already

been noted that when A is (C, 1), and p0 = 1, px = 2, p2 = 1, p„ = 0 for n = 3,

the sequence {(n + 1)(—1)"} is not summable FiA,p„), although (n + 1)(—1)"

-» 0, iN, p„). On the other hand, for the same A and {p„}, if rn = 2i", then {/•„}

is not summable iN, p„), although rn —> 0, (C, 1) = A, and hence r„ -> 0, FiA, p„).

3.3. Hausdorff-Nörlund methods. Let {p„} be a sequence of real numbers

such that Po = 1, A"p0 -» 0 and App„ _ 0 for all n and p, where Ap„ = p„ — pn+y,

Ap+V„ = A(App„). The matrix (/„*), where /Bit = ©*•""*/** if n è fc, 0 otherwise,

is a T-matrix [14, p. 148]. Associated with this T-matrix is the alpha-matrix (ank),

where a0k = /o*> <*nk = (kjn)fnk when « S; 1. Let f/(p„) denote the regular sum-

mability method determined by these matrices.

The H(p,) methods are a subclass of the set of regular Hausdorff methods.

This subclass includes the Cesàro, Holder, and Euler methods [4, Chapter XI],

and hence is of some interest. Since the T-matrix for H(p„) has non-negative

elements, it is a totally regular matrix [4, Theorem 9] and thus, p„ ^ 0 for every

n [12]. The alpha-matrix of H(p„) transforms Nörlund sequences into Nörlund

sequences, for g„ always exists and Lemma 3.1.2 holds with M = 1. One can there-

fore define /T(p„)-Nörlund methods for any Nörlund sequence. In order to see

how the results of §3.2 hold for these Hausdorff-Nörlund methods, one observes

that Pati [8] has shown that if {s„} is summable by the Abel method, the H(pn)-

transform of {s„} is also summable by the Abel method to the same sum. Re-

garding the (C, 1)- and monotone-preserving properties, there are the following

results.

Lemma 3.3.1.     The alpha-matrix of H(pn) is (C,l)-preserving.
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Proof. zZka0k = l, I*a„*= Sfc = 1("-î)A" kpk = px for n^l, and

0 < px ̂  1. If p„ = 1 for all n, so (iV, p„) is (C, 1), then q0 = 1 and g„ = pt for

n ^ 1. Let q(x) = Hq„x" = 1 + (pyx)¡(l — x) and p(x) = Zpnx" = 1 /(l — x), so

q(x)/p(x) = 1 - (1 - py)x = ZR„x", and p(x)/q(x) = 1 / [1 - (1 - pt)x] =

Z(l-p!)"x"= LL„x". Since both £|K~„| and £|L„| converge, (iV,^„) is

equivalent to (N,p„) = (C, 1) by Theorem 21 of [4].

Lemma 3.3.2. The alpha-matrix of H(p„) is monotone-preserving with re-

spect to those nondecreasing sequences {p„} for which p0 is PiPi •

Proof.   q0 - qy = p0 — PiPi Ú 0. For n ^ 1,

«.-«...-à (::,>-*«.-;§; (t:,)A-"w,

which, after some simplifications, becomes

In-Qn+i =  2   i^JA^^+^p^-p^!).

Since App„ ̂  0, it follows that q„ — qn+i ^ 0if {p„} is nondecreasing. Thus, the

sequence {q„} is nondecreasing.

3.4. Quasi-Hausdorff-Nörlund methods. Let G(u) be a nondecreasing func-

tion on [0,1] suchthat G(0) = G(0 + ) = 0, G(l) = 1 and /<} (l¡u)dG exists. Let

p„ = J"¿w" dG. The matrix (fnk), where fnk = (*)A4_"pn+1 if fe ̂  n, 0 otherwise,

is a T-matrix [9], [10]. Associated with this T-matrix is the alpha-matrix (a„k),

where ank = (kn)Ak'npn if fe ̂  n, 0 otherwise. Let H*(p„) denote the regular summa-

bility method determined by these matrices.

These H*(pn) methods are a subclass of the set of regular quasi-Hausdorff

methods. This subclass includes the Taylor method. Since the alpha-matrix of

H*(p„) method has a00 = 1 and a„k 2: 0 and has bounded row-sums, it follows

from Lemma 3.1.3 that T7*(p„)-Nörlund methods may be defined for any Nor-

lund sequence for which Zp„ converges. The next lemma deals with general

Norlund sequences.

Lemma 3.4.1. // there exists ab>0 such that G(u) = 0 for 0 ^ u ^ b, then the

alpha-matrix of H*(pn) transforms Norlund sequences into Norlund sequences.

Proof. Let p(x) = E pnx", where {p„} is a Norlund sequence. This series

converges for |x| < 1 [4, p. 65]. Hence, for every n,

ÍM •p"(l - ")"G - !(»')* ■ /.' "-(l - "r"dG - "■

exists, the interchange of summation and integration being justified, since the

integrands are non-negative and continuous on [b, 1]. Furthermore, for k^n,
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fnk-b-ank= ^j\n + 1(l-u)k-dG- (^^b-uM-uf-dG

=   (k\  f «"(1 - uf-n(u - b) dG = 0.

Thus, a„kz%(ljb)-fnk for all n and k, and the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1.2 are

satisfied.

In order to see that the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4.1 is not a necessary condi-

tion, let H*(pn) be generated by G(u) = u2, 0 = u = 1. Then p„ = 2/(n + 2). A

short calculation shows that the alpha-matrix (a„k) of H*(p„) is given by

a„k = 2(n + l)j(k + 1)(k + 2) for k = n, 0 otherwise; and the T-matrix (fnk) of

this method is given by fnk = 2(n + l)(n + 2)j(k + l)(k + 2)(k + 3) for k = n,

0 otherwise. If {p„} is any sequence of non-negative terms with p0 > 0 such that

q„ = Z ankpk exists for every n, the proof of Lemma 3.1.2 shows that

Q„ = qo + "- + qn= Z fnkPk, where F„ = p0 + ■ ■ ■ + p„. It is easily seen for this

method that 0 = qn = Qn - Qn _ x = 2Qn ¡(n + 2) - 2Pn _, j(n + 2) < 2ß„ /(n + 2), so

<7„/ô„-»0and {^„} is a Nörlund sequence. Furthermore, since (n + 2)anf. = (fe + 3)/„fc

for k^n, there is no M > 0 such that ank = M-/„t. Hence, this example also

shows that the second hypothesis of Lemma 3.1.2 is not a necessary condition.

The results of §3.2 hold for some quasi-Hausdorff-Nörlund methods. Ramanujan

[10] has shown that for bounded {s„}, if {s„} is summable Abel, then the H*(p„)-

transform of {s„} is also summable Abel to the same sum. Also, it is easy to see

that the alpha-matrix of H*(p„) is (C, l)-preserving, since

= Z   ik\ f   u"(l - u)k~" dG = [  (lju)dG for every n.
k=0

Lemma  3.4.2.    The alpha-matrix of H*(p„)  is  monotone-preserving with

respect to those nondecreasing sequences {p„} such that qn exists for every n and

for every n.

Proof. For any n _ 0,

lim
k ck+ 1

+ 1
A*-"p.P* = 0

qn-q»+i = iim

= lim

1'0*~™-.S, U •)*-"*♦*]
z-z

"Un
-AJ

P-n-In Z2 one can let k=j + 1 and then replace AJ~"p„+1 by AJ"

Then Z2 can be written as Z3 — Z4. Letting j + 1 = k in Z4, one finds that Zi

and Z4 can be combined. When the resulting expressions are simplified, one has
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In- «»+1 = hm
m

Hence,

in - 1n*l  -   f     L + \)£~nPn(Pk - Pk + l) ^ 0

since App„ ̂  0.

Incidentally, the same kind of calculation, using p„+1 in place of p„, shows

that the T-matrix of H*(pn) preserves monotonicity of suitable sequences.

The Taylor method T(a) of Fekete's original formulation is the quasi-Haus-

dorff method H*(a"), where 0 < a < 1. This method is generated by the function

G, where G(u) = 0 for O^u Sa, G(u) = 1 for a < u S 1. This observation,

together with Lemma 3.4.1, shows that the alpha-matrix of any Taylor method

transforms Norlund sequences into Norlund sequences. In fact, the alpha-matrix

of T(a) transforms nondecreasing Norlund sequences into nondecreasing Nor-

lund sequences. To see this, let {p„} be such a sequence and let p(x) = £p„x". Then

D"+1[x-p(x)]/(« + 1)! = í,¡°.J&t\)pkx%-n converges for | x | <1, where D = d\dx.

Then, for any a, 0 < a < 1, it follows that limka"(k,'t1x)pk(l - df~" = 0, and, by

Lemma 3.4.2, the transform of {p„} by the alpha-matrix of T(a) is nondecreasing.

4.0. The Norlund-^ method.

4.1. The definition.

Definition 4.1.1. Let A be a regular summability method which has a T-matrix

(fnk) with no zero rows and such that f„k ^ 0 for all n and fe. Let (N, p„) be a

regular Norlund method such that Q„ — HfnkPk exists for each n, where

Pn = Po + ' '- + Pn- A sequence {sn} is said to be summable to s by the Norlund-/!

method if and only if T„/g„->s, where T„ = HfnkSk and S„ = 2Znk = 0Pn-ksk-

Write S„->s, G(A,pn), in this case.

Lemma 4.1.2. For any Norlund sequence {p„} there exists an r = r(p„ , A) > 0

such that for all n, Qn^.r.

Proof. For all n, P„^. p0. Since f„k 2: 0, it follows from Theorem 9 in [4]

that liminf Q„ Ï; liminfPn 2: p0. Hence there exists an N > 0 such that Qn St p0/2

for all n ï; N. Furthermore, Qtt > 0 for all n, since (f„k) has no zero rows. Set

r = min(ß0,g1,".,oiV_1,p0/2). Then for all n,Qn^r>0.

4.2. Properties of G(A,pn).

Theorem 4.2.1.    G(^4,pn) is regular and includes (N,p„).

Proof. T„ IQn = ( I/„A) / ZfnkPk) = Zdnk(Sk ¡Pk), where dnk = fnkPk ¡Qn.
Then, d„kSf„kPk¡r-yO as ?i->oo for each fe. Also, Sjt|rf„t| = ¿Zkd„k= 1 for

every n. This shows that (dnk) is a T-matrix. Therefore, if s„ ->• s, (N, p„), then

SkIPk->s. Hence, T„/Q„-*s. Since (N,p„) is regular, G(^4,p„) is also regular.

,?.U+ÎK"'*-*»>+ÇÎÎF*1"«- ■
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When A is (C, 1), p0 = p2 = 1, p„ = 0 otherwise, and s„ = (— 1)", it is

easily seen that s„ -» 0, GiA, pn), but {s„} is not summable iN, p„). Thus, in general,

GiA, pn) is not equivalent to (N, p„).

Definition 4.2.2 [6]. A summability method A is said to be translative to the

left if and only if ,4-lim r„ = A-lim s„ whenever A-lim s„ exists and rn = s„_ y, r0 = 0.

Theorem 4.2.3. // the method A is translative to the left and if {p„} is a

finite Norland sequence, then G(A,pn) includes A.

Proof. There exists an N > 0 such that P„ = PN > 0 for all n = N. Thus,

Qn -» Fjy. Also, if ¿-lim s„ = s, then T„ = p0- Zj^s* + p, • zZjnksk..y + — +pw

• ZkfnkSk-N -» *V • Therefore, Tn/ft, -» s.

When {p„} has only finitely many nonzero terms and A is translative to the

left, A is not, in general, equivalent to GiA, p„). For example, when A is (C, 1),

Fo = 1 > Pi — 2, P2 — 1 anc* F« = 0 f°r " s= 3 » the sequence {s„}, with

s„ = in + 1) ( -1)", is not summable A, but s„ -+ 0, (N, p„) and hence s„ -> 0, GG4,p„).

Theorem 4.2.4. Let if„k) and (F„k) be the T-matrices of the methods A and B,

both matrices having no zero rows and no negative elements. If there exists a

matrix (e„k) with enk = 0 for all n and k, such that (Fnk) = (enk)(f„k) and

limnenk = 0 for every k, then G(B,pn) totally includes G(A,p„)for all sequences

{sn} for which the product (e„k)(fkJ)(Sj) is associative.

Proof. Let T„ = lfnkSk, Q„= lfnkPk, T„*= HFnkSk and Q* - T,FAPk, all
of which are assumed to exist for every n. Now, T* = 2ZjFnjSj = Y,kenk( zZjfjSf)

= HenkTk. Similarly, Q* = lle„kQk, the inversions being justified since all terms

are non-negative. Then T*jQ*n= T,kdnk(TkjQk), where d„k = ienkQk)/( Hke„kQk).

Now, d„kz%e„kQklr^>0 as n-»oo for each k, r being that of Lemma 4.1.2

determined by {p„} and B. Also, Z* | dnk | = Zt dnk = 1 for each n. Hence, id„k)

is a T-matrix with non-negative elements. Thus, if Tn/ß„->s, then T*jQ* -*s

for s finite or infinite, and the assertion is proved.

Clearly, if {s„} is a sequence for which both Z/„k | Sk | and Z Fnk | Sk | con-

verge, then the product (enk)(fkj)(Sj) is associative. Also, if {s„} is such that {S„}

lies in an angle less than n, in the sense of [1, p. 124], then the proof of 5.7 III

on p. 124 of [1] shows that this product again is associative. Another simple case

of associativity arises when both matrices (e„k) and (/„..) are row-finite. In the

latter case, G(B, p„) totally includes G(A, p„) for all sequences {s„}.

If the matrices (fnk) and (Fnk) are lower-triangular, that is, if they have only

zeros above the main diagonal, and if/„„ # 0 for all n, then there exists a two-

sided reciprocal of (fnk) which is a lower-triangular matrix [1, pp. 19-22], If

(fnk)1 denotes this reciprocal, the product matrix (Fnk)(f„k)~1 suffices for (e„k)

in the above theorem, provided that this product matrix has all of its elements

non-negative and has column-limits zero.
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Similarly, if (fnk) and (F„k) axe upper-triangular, that is, if they have only zeros

below the main diagonal, and if /„„ # 0 for all n, then there exists a left-hand

reciprocal of (fnk) which is also an upper-triangular matrix [1, pp. 6, 19]. The

product matrix (F„k)(f„k)l]1, where (f^T1 denotes this reciprocal, exists and

would suffice for (enk) of Theorem 4.2.4 provided that this product matrix has all

its elements non-negative.

4.3. Nörlund-Hausdorff methods. The H(p„) methods, defined in §3.3 above,

satisfy the hypotheses for A of Definition 4.1.1. The following considerations

show how the results of §4.2 hold for G(H(p„),pn).

The (C, fe) and Euler methods, which are H(p„) methods, are translative to the

left [2, p. 419], [14, p. 131]. Therefore, G(H(p„),pn) includes H(p„) for finite

Norlund sequences in these cases. The same result holds for all H(p„) methods

if only bounded sequences are considered, for Parameswaran [7] has shown

that any regular Hausdorff method is translative to the left for such sequences.

The T-matrix (fnk) of H(pn) has a two-sided reciprocal of the form (c„k), where

c„k - (2)A""*(l/pk) when n 2: fe, 0 otherwise [4, p. 262]. If (F,.,k) is the T-

matrix of another method, H(p*), then (F„k)(cnk) exists and equals (e„k), where

enk= ®A""*(p*/pt) when n 2:/c, 0 otherwise. The hypotheses of Theorem

4.2.4 would be satisfied when Ap(p*/p„) 2: 0 for n 2: 0, p 2; 0 and limnA"(p^p0) = 0

[4, pp. 252-255].
4.4. Nörlund-Quasi-Hausdorff methods. If p„ # 0 for all n, the H*(p„)

methods of §3.4 satisfy the hypotheses for A in Definition 4.1.1. The results of

§4.2 hold for some of these methods.

Any regular quasi-Hausdorff method is translative to the left for bounded

sequences [11]. Therefore, when p„ # 0 for all n, G(H*(p„),pn) includes H*(pn)

for finite Norlund sequences {p„} and bounded {s„}.

The T-matrix (fnk) of H*(pn), when p„ / 0 for all n, has a two-sided reciprocal

of the form (dnk), where dnk = (k)Ak~"(l/pn+y) when fe 2: rc, 0 otherwise.

If (F„k) is the T-matrix of another method H*(p*), then (Fnk)(dnk) exists and

equals (e„k), where e„k = (k)Ak~"(p*+xlpn+x) when fc 2: n, 0 otherwise. Thus,

the matrices of these methods would satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2.4

whenever Ap(p*+1/pn + 1) 2: 0 for all n and p.

5.0. Comparison of the methods F(A,pn) and G(A,p„). The methods F(A,p„)

and G(A,pn), in general, are not comparable, for let A be the method which

transforms the sequence {s„} into the sequence {/„}, where r„ = (2s„ + s„+1)/3.

A short calculation shows that the alpha-matrix of A is (ank), where a00 = 1,

a0y = 1/3, a„„ = 2/3 and ann+x = 1/3 for n \> Í, ank = 0 otherwise. The matrices

for A satisfy Lemma 3.1.2 with M = 2, and also satisfy Definition 4.1.1. Let

(N,p„) be defined by p0 = 1, px = 3, p„ = 0 for n 2: 2. Then q0 = qy = 2, q„ = 0

for n = 2. If s„ = 3( - 1)"+1, one can easily see that t„ = ( - 1)"+1 and that

t„->0, (N,q„). However, TJQn = ( — l)"/2 and {s„} is not summable G(A,pn).
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On the other hand, if s*= ( - 3)"+1, then T* = 0 for n = 1, so s* -> 0, GiA,pn),

while iq0t* + qyt*-y)IQn = - ( - 3)"-1 and {s*} is not summable F04,p„).

However, the two methods coincide when A is the Euler method (£, r), defined

as the Hausdorff method r/(p„), where p„ = (1 + r)~" for positive r [4, p.248].

Theorem 5.0.1. FHE,r),Pn) = GHE,r),pn).

Proof. It suffices to show that Hq„-ktk = T„ for all n. Now, q0 = p0 and,

for n _ 1,

'•=(1+rr"'i1("-!)'"^

Also,

i„ = (l + r)-"-   Z   (" ) r"-msm for all ».
m=o  \m/

After combining terms, letting i = m +j and simplifying, one sees that

Íqn-ktk = il + r)-"- Z    Z    (Mr-Vi-J
fc=o j=0  ¡=>   \*   /

= (1 + r)-- Z  (J^-'S.-T..

A related result for Taylor-Nörlund and Nörlund-Taylor methods is the following

theorem.

Theorem 5.0.2. For sequences {s„} which have Tia)-transforms, FiTia),pn)

= GiTia),pn).

Proof. As in the previous theorem, it suffices to show that Hq„-ktk = TB for

all n, assuming that r„ exists for each n. Now, the series defining q¡ converge

absolutely for each/ and hence, by Mertens' theorem [5, p. 321], qftn-¡ = Z^c^ ,

the Cauchy product of these series. Then,

n n        oo oo n

j=0 j=0   k = 0 k = 0   j = 0

Now,

zV = a"+1(i-«r-- Z   Z (r+j) (/c + "7'-'")pr+,w,-,.
> = 0 j=0   r = 0   \     J       I    \ n~J I

When the rectangular array (J, r) is summed along the diagonals j + r = i,

i = 0,---,n + k, and the resulting expressions are simplified and combined, one

sees that

iqfi-i-i ("+nfe)a"+1(l-aA+„=T„.
j = o it=o\     "    /

It follows immediately from this theorem that GiTia),p„) includes F(TL4),p„).

However, when s„ = (a - 1)~", {sn} fails to have a T(a)-transform, so {s„} is not
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summable F(T(a), P„) for any Norlund sequence, although $„ -* 0, G(T(a), p„)

when p0 = 1, Pi = (1 — a)'1, p„ = 0 for n 2: 2.

6.0. Series-to-sequence analogues. The methods F(A, p„) and G(A, p„), which

were developed above, are applicable to the sequence of partial sums of a series.

In this section, analogous methods are defined which operate directly on the

terms of the series.

6.1. The ^-Norlund method.

Definition 6.1.1. Let A be a regular summability method with alpha-matrix

(a„k) and gamma-matrix (gnk). Let (N,p„) be a regular Norlund method such that

(N, qn) is a regular Norlund method, where q„ = Hankpk. A series Zu* is said to be

summable to 5 by the .4-Nörlund method if and only if t'H-*s, (N,qn), where

t'n = "EgnkUk- Write Zwt = s, F'(A,pn) in this case.

If (a„k) is the alpha-matrix of A and vn = Hankuk, Vermes [13] has shown that

v0 + ■■■ + v„ = r„'. Therefore, an equivalent form of Definition 6.1.1 is: Huk = s,

F'(A,p„), if and only if ¿Zvn = s,(N,qn).

Definition 6.1.1 is more general than Definition 3.1.1, since there exist regular

summability methods to which correspond alpha- and gamma-matrices, but not

T-matrices [1, p. 87]. However, if a method has a T-matrix, then there always

exist alpha- and gamma-matrices for that method. The explicit form of these

matrices is given in §2.0 above. The relation between F(A,pH) and F'(^4,p„), when

A has a T-matrix, is investigated in the next theorem.

Theorem 6.1.2. Let A have a T-matrix (fnk) and a gamma-matrix (g„k).

Let sn = u0+ ■■• + un be such that Jlfnksk, Hgnkuk and limk gnksk = wn exist for

each n. If w„ -> 0, (N, qn), then sn-+s, F(A,p„), if and only if ¿Zuk = s, F'(A,p„).

Proof. Let s_t = 0.   As on p. 86 of [1],

oo r m m

Z fat = lim     Z gttksk - I g„tk+xsk
k=0 m     \_k = 0 k=0

[m+1 -i

Z   gnk(sk - Sk^y) - g„,m+15m+1      .
k = 0 J

This shows that, in the notation of 3.1.1 and 6.1.1 above, t„ + wn = t'„ for every n,

and the assertion of the theorem follows.

If {sn} is bounded, then hmk gnksk = 0 for every n, since lim^g,^ = 0 when A

has a T-matrix [1, p. 86]. Hence, for series with bounded partial sums, tn = t'„,

and the methods F(yl,p„) and F'(A,p„) axe identical. Another case in which these

methods are identical is when the gamma-matrix of A has only finitely many

nonzero terms in each row, for then, lixnk g„ksk = 0 for every sequence {sn}.

6.2. The Nörlund-A method. A natural series-to-sequence analogue of

Definition 4.1.1 would use the series-to-sequence form for (N,p„) as follows:

A series Zu* is summable to s by the Norlund-^ method if and only if TJQn -» ",
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where T„ = Z/.A, S„ = P„u0 + ■■■ + P0un, Pn = p0 + ■■■ + pn and Q„= ¿ZfnkPk.
However, since the expressions P„u0 + ■•■ + P0u„ and pns0 + ■■■ + p0s„ are

identical, this series-to-sequence analogue of G(A,p„) is identical to applying

G(A,pn) to the sequence of partial sums of Zu*.

6.3. The geometric series. The regions of the complex plane in which the

geometric series is summable (£, r) and T(d) are well known [4, p. 178], [13].

For both methods, a series-to-series transformation changes the geometric series

into a series of the form T,bnX", where X = X(z,r) or X = X(z,a). The regions

of summability result from imposing the conditions that X exist and | X | < 1.

These regions can be extended by the methods defined above.

Theorem 6.3.1. If {p„} is a nondecreasing Nörlund sequence with PoO" + l) = Pi»

then Zz* = 1/(1 - z), £'((£,r),pn)for all z satisfying \r + z\ z% r + I, z ^ + I.

Proof. By Lemma 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.2.6, it suffices to consider the case

(N, q„) = (C, 1). Upon transforming the geometric series by the alpha-matrix

of (£, r), one finds that v0 = 1, and, when n ^ 1,

i-m-r ■ pml{)Zl)'-v-&.

where c„ = [(r + z)/(l + r)]""1. Now, for all z such that | r + z | ^ r + 1, z -j* + 1,

Zr=i ck = [1 - (r + z)Hr + l)Yl, (C, 1) [5, p. 481]. By Theorem 47 of [4], it

follows that (C, 1) - Zt>, = 1 + [z/(l + r)] • (C, 1) - tck = 1/(1 - z) for these z's.

Theorem 6.3.2.  // {p„}  is a  nondecreasing Norland sequence,  then   Zz

= l/(l-z), F'iTia),pn) for all  z  such  that  z # +1,   |z|<l/(l-a),   \az\

g 11 - (1 - a)z |.

Proof. It follows from the discussion at the end of §3.4 above that, as in the

previous theorem, it suffices to consider the case (JV, q„) = (C, 1). Using the

alpha-matrix for T(a), one gets for all n, vn = a" ■ £"=„(„*) (1 - af'"zk

= (az)"/[l - (1 - a)z]"+1 if and only if (1 - a) \z\ < 1. Then, Zu*

= [1 - (1 - a)z]~1 • Z[az/(1 - z + az)]k = 1/(1 - z), (C, 1), if and only if

| az | ^ 11 - (1 - a)z \, z # + 1 [5, p. 481].
If one transforms s„ = I + z + ■■■ + z" by the T-matrix of Tia), one finds

that t„ = 1/(1 — z) - az • vJil — z) if and only if (1 - a) | z | < 1. Since Zu„

is (C,l)-summable whenever z# + 1, |az| ^ |l — (1 — a)z|, then v„->0, (C, 1)

[5, p. 485], Hence for these z's, i„ -♦ 1/(1 - z), (C, 1), so the assertion of Theorem

6.3.2 holds for F{Tia),pn) and GCTia), p„) as well.

Note. The material in this paper stems from the author's recent doctoral

dissertation at the University of Pittsburgh. The author wishes to acknowledge

the guidance of his advisor, Professor G. Laush, who suggested the problem.

He also wishes to thank the referee for his helpful comments and for his sug-

gestions about the addition of material on total inclusion.
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